
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Racing Te Aroha Date: 24 October 2012 
Weather: Fine 
Track:  Slow 9 
Rail: 6 Metres 
Stewards: M Williamson (Chairman), W Robinson, A R Coles, B Jones 
Typist: Ms M F Thomson 

 
GENERAL: 

 

 
SUPPLEMENTARY: 

 

 
SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: SHEEZARULER, AURORA LIGHTS, MEAN SLEAK, SINNFONIA, AIRFIELD ROAD, SHAPE UP, WING 
NAPRAYER, BALLYPIPER, MAXIMUM HEIGHT, MAGIC BELLE, NOTHING. 

Suspensions: Race  4 C Lammas BADAZZ 
Careless Riding 250 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] suspended  28 Oct – 3 Nov, inclusive, 
4 riding days. 

Protests: Race Nil  

Fines: Race  10 B Hedley I’M A TAART 
Incorrect gear [Rule 616].  Fined $50  

Warnings: Race  3 C Lammas ARCHIE 
Careless riding 1000m [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Bleeders: Race Nil  

Horse Actions: Race  1 
4 

SECRET DESIRE– Vet cert required 
BADAZZ – Vet cert required 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race  Nil  

Late Scratching: Race Nil  

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 GRAND TAVERN 2100 

CALIBURN (P Taylor) shifted in abruptly jumping away, hampering SECRET DESIRE (C Grylls), THENAMESBOND (M 
Cameron) and GUIDING LIGHT (B R Jones).   Contributing was outward movement from POACH THE CASH (D Johnson). 
IZNOGOUD (O Bosson) and JACK ROMANOV (S Doyle) were hampered jumping away between COUNT ISTI (M Du Plessis) 
and SCARLET CHAPARRAL (M Sweeney) who was taken out by SHEEZARULER (V Colgan). 
GUIDING LIGHT commenced to race ungenerously leaving the straight, shifting out off heels.  GUIDING LIGHT (B Jones) was 
then allowed to improve forward in an attempt to settle the mare.  
SCARLET CHAPARRAL was briefly held up making the final turn. 
SECRET DESIRE failed to hit out and became tailed off in the middle stages.  SECRET DESIRE underwent a veterinary 
examination which found the mare to have bowed the right front tendon.  Trainer J O’Shea was advised she must provide a 
veterinary clearance of fitness for SECRET DESIRE if the mare was to be persevered with as a racing proposition. 
IZNOGOUD underwent a post-race veterinary examination which could find no obvious abnormality.  Trainer Y Sequin was 
advised to report anything that may become apparent in the days subsequent. 
 

Race 2 MAINFREIGHT 3YO 1400 

BRAVADO (M Du Plessis) began awkwardly. 



 

 

BRAESKI (C Grylls) shifted in abruptly jumping away, hampering AURORA LIGHTS (J Waddell), ONE LAST KISS (M Wenn) and 
CULTO LA VIDA (D Johnson).  
BRAESKI then raced ungenerously in the early stages. 
EDWARD THE EIGHTH (P Turner) began awkwardly shifting in, hampering MERCUTIO (O Bosson) which lost ground. 
THE LAST SHOWER (N Harris) raced wide without cover throughout. 
Approaching the 200 metres EDWARD THE EIGHTH was inconvenienced by MERCUTIO which shifted out. 
MERCUTIO shifted in under pressure over the concluding stages, inconveniencing NORDIC KNIGHT (S Spratt) and THE LAST 
SHOWER (N Harris).  Jockey N Harris was reminded of his obligations when riding horses to the finish of a race when 
circumstances permit him to do so. 
 

Race 3 DONAGHYS Performance First 3YO 1400 

LITTLE JACK (L Innes) was slow away.  
DUBLEEAGO (S Spratt) was crowded jumping away between CATALAN KING (O Bosson) and AIRZIN GRACE (C Dell) when 
both of those runners shifted ground.  
ARCHIE (C Lammas) and MEAN SLEAK (B R Jones) came together leaving the barrier. 
QUEEN OF CLUBS (M Coleman) lost its footing leaving the barrier. 
Passing the 1000 metres UNRELENTING LADY (J Jago) had to be steadied when crowded by ARCHIE which shifted in. 
Inconvenienced as a result was COOGEE FLYER (M McNab) who had to steady. C Lammas was issued with a warning and 
advised he must ensure he is sufficiently clear when shifting ground. 
Approaching the 300 metres MEAN SLEAK shifted out to obtain clear running, inconveniencing the weakening ARCHIE. 
Jockey B R Jones was advised to exercise greater care when shifting ground. 
LITTLE JACK was unable to obtain clear running until near the 200 metres. 
When questioned regarding the performance of QUEEN OF CLUBS M Coleman advised Stewards that after beginning 
poorly the filly had never recovered.  Trainer L Noble was advised to report the progress of QUEEN OF CLUBS. 
Trainer P Huxtable was questioned regarding the improved performance of MEAN SLEAK advising Stewards that he had 
instructed jockey B R Jones to ride the gelding quietly in the early stages in an attempt to get the horse to run on better 
than he had done at his most recent start.   
 

Race 4 MAINFREIGHT DAILY 1400 

C Wood trainer of THE GREMLIN was given permission to race in blinkers which had not been notified in publications. 
KEPT IN STYLE (S Spratt) shifted in at the start, inconveniencing THE GREMLIN (V Gatu). 
EASTWARD (M Du Plessis) began awkwardly making contact with LUCKY SPIRIT (L Innes). 
When leaving the barrier, ASSERTIVE (N Harris) shifted in and away from MISS CLAWDY (K Myers) making contact with 
MOORETAINE (J Jago). 
THE GREMLIN raced keenly in the early stages and then was in restricted room to the inside of KEPT IN STYLE.  THE 
GREMLIN was then hampered near the 1000 metres. THE GREMLIN continued to over race in the middle stages with V 
Gatu reporting that the saddle had shifted forward placing her at a disadvantage. 
EASTWARD had difficulty in obtaining clear running until passing the 150 metres. 
C Lammas (BADAZZ) admitted a breach of careless riding in that passing the 250 metres he allowed his mount to shift in 
when not sufficiently clear of LUCKY SPIRIT (L Innes) which was checked.  The JCA suspended C Lammas’ licence to ride in 
races, October 28th – November 3rd, inclusive, four riding days. 
BADAZZ then became awkwardly placed on the heels of ASSERTIVE for a distance. 
SOCIETY RULER ducked out at the 150 metres, inconveniencing BORNTOBEKING (M Sweeney) which was weakening. 
KEPT IN STYLE had difficulty obtaining clear running in the final straight. 
Following the race BADAZZ (C Lammas) dislodged rider C Lammas and galloped a distance before being recaptured. 
BADAZZ was attended to by the on-course veterinarian and found to be in distressed state and had lacerations that 
required stitching.  Trainer T Parnwell was advised that BADAZZ would require a veterinary certificate of fitness prior to its 
next start. 
 

Race 5 CAPISTRANO LODGE 1200 

UNSTOPPABLE (A Forbes) underwent a veterinary examination after backing into the rail in the birdcage.  UNSTOPPABLE 
was cleared fit to run.  
PICTURE PERFECT began awkwardly. 
GREEN EASY (M Du Plessis) shifted in abruptly making contact with ALERT (M Cameron) which became briefly unbalanced.  
KALYANPUR (C Grylls) lost its footing for several strides leaving the barrier. 
LANZARA (N Harris) shifted out abruptly jumping away with rider N Harris becoming unbalanced and his saddle shifting.   
As a result N Harris was then placed at a disadvantage for the remainder of the race. 
UNSTOPPABLE over-raced in the early stages. 
 



 

 

Race 6 TE AROHA SUPPORTERS CLUB 1200 

SCHRODINGERS CAT (C Grylls) began awkwardly losing ground.  
RODINSKY (K Chiong) began awkwardly losing approximately four lengths. 
CAPTAIN OBLIVIOUS (V Colgan) had to steady passing the 900 metres when awkwardly placed on the heels of SKYDIVER 
(M Cameron) which shifted in.  
Nearing the 800 metres CEREMONIALS (M Tanaka) raced greenly when linking on to the course proper, shifting out, and 
making contact with the hind quarters of SOLSTAR (M Wenn).  HE’S MYN (A Taylor) then took evasive action, shifting out 
and hampering SHAPE UP (S Shirahama).  CEREMONIALS continued to race greenly in the middle stages.  
SKYDIVER lost a near side front plate during the race. 
ZANDRIA returned to the enclosure with a superficial laceration to the near side hock. 
 

Race 7 DONAGHYS Pro Dairy 1200 

TREVISO (C Grylls) began awkwardly making contact with DIABLO (D Johnson).  
TANAYA (D Stack) began awkwardly with rider E Stack becoming unbalanced.  When being corrected by its rider. TANAYA 
shifted out, forcing BREAKING DAWN (M McNab) out into the line of WAINUI PRINCE (A Forbes) which had to be steadied. 
HEAD HONCHO (S Spratt) raced wide throughout. 
WING NAPRAYER (L Satherley) was held up early in the final straight. 
When questioned regarding the performance of BREAKING DAWN, Apprentice Rider M McNab could offer no tangible 
excuse for the disappointing performance. 
 

Race 8 TASMAN TIM 1600 

BALLYPIPER (O Bosson) and NANAWOOD (C Grylls) both began awkwardly losing ground. 
Shortly after the start PASSIONATE (P Turner) was inconvenienced when crowded by MOLLYCODDLED (S Doyle) which 
shifted in. S Doyle was reminded of his obligations when shifting ground.  
KHALEESI (L Innes) raced wide without cover throughout. 
BAILEY’S RULE (M McNab) shifted out under pressure approaching the 200 metres inconveniencing KARINA ROCK (S 
Spratt). 
PASSIONATE shifted in over the concluding stages inconveniencing KHALEESI.  
L Innes (KHALEESI) was reminded of his obligations when riding to the finish if circumstances permit him to do so. 
Following the race O Bosson reported that the saddle had shifted back on BALLYPIPER placing him at a disadvantage in the 
early stages. 
 

Race 9 DONAGHYS LessN 1600 

Leaving the barriers TAAXMAN (R Hutchings) shifted in, inconveniencing LOLLY (K Myers) and MAXIMUM HEIGHT (C 
Grylls). 
DUNTOILIN (L Satherley) over raced in the early stages.  
Approaching the 1400 metres LOLLY became awkwardly placed inside the heels of MAXIMUM HEIGHT which shifted in. 
DUNTOILIN who was racing on the inside of LOLLY was then crowded as a result, having to steady. 
ISTILANE (M Du Plessis) hung outwards throughout. 
When questioned regarding the performance of LOLLY, Jockey K Myers advised that the mare had not been comfortable in 
today’s track conditions. 
When questioned regarding the performance of ISTILANE, Jockey M Du Plessis could offer no tangible explanation, other 
than the gelding may not have been entirely comfortable in today’s track conditions. 
 

Race 10 DONAGHYS Pro Equine 1200 

B Hedley was fined $50.00 for presenting I’M A TAART to race without notified gear (blinkers). 
STRICTLY LIMITED (M Tanaka) slow away. 
RESUME (S Shirahama) and WEALTH LADY (A Forbes) both began awkwardly. 
COSMIC DUST (C Grylls) raced ungenerously in the early stages. 
MAGIC BELLE (A Calder) and BIG BANG BABY (M Wenn) came together early in the final straight. 
L Innes reported to Stewards that SCORCHING felt shin sore throughout the race. SCORCHING underwent a post-race 
veterinary examination which confirmed this.  SCORCHING is now to be spelled. 
PINSTRIPPA (V Colgan) underwent a post-race veterinary examination which could find no obvious abnormality. Trainer L 
Noble advised Stewards that the filly would now be spelled. 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Race 11 DONAGHYS Teat Care 1400 

STAR BOUND (M Du Plessis) began awkwardly. 
CONFEDERATE (V Colgan) was a little slow away and then over raced in the early stages, shifting out near the 1000 metres 
making contact with CLAREEN (M Cameron). CLAREEN was then obliged to race wide without cover. 
Passing the 350 metres CONFEDERATE shifted out to obtain clear running, making contact with CLAREEN. 
J Waddell (FEEL ONE) was reminded of his obligations to ride to the finish of the race if circumstances permit him to do so. 
 

 
 
 
 


